
Gulf Covers 1951-1976 
 

1951-1956 
 

 
Previous Series—some 1951 Front Covers and Back Covers 

 
Some of the 1951 maps used the cover and back from the previous (1940-1950) 
issues.  Most 1951s used the new front covers and new back covers in the succeeding 
series as shown next. 

 



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
1951-1956 Front Covers 

 
Most of the 1951-1956 series used a cover similar to the Georgia, but cities often had 
special, appropriate covers and also had special back covers.  Regional maps usually, 
if not always, showed the front cover with white around the sign instead of yellow. 

The yellow area was 
probably white on a regional 
issue as shown later. 



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
1951-1954 back covers 

 
The redesigned backs shown above were used for later 1951 printings, nearly all 
1952s, early 1953s, and even a 1954 Ohio.  Most were colored like the left example.  
The less-colorful right was used on some city maps and regionals.   



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
Florida 1951-1956 

 
Florida appears to be a special case.  All of the issues had a Florida specific front 
cover and back cover, both of which were used for each year in the series. 
 
 



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
  1953B Pennsylvania      1953B DE/MD/VA/WV 
 
In 1953 the two back covers shown above were used in conjunction beginning with the 
second issue of the year.  There appears to be no logic for why either one was 
selected for any particular state or region. 

These backs appeared 
from 1953-1956. 

These backs appeared 
from 1953-1956. 
 



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
   1955 New Jersey     1955 Ohio 
 
Starting with the second 1954 issue, the cover on the left was sometimes used up 
through 1956.  The right-hand cover, however, appeared mostly in 1955. 
 

These backs 
were used in 
1954 and 1955. 
 

These backs were used 
beginning from the 1954B  
issue through 1956. 
 



1951-1956, cont. 
 
 

 
1956 Eastern United States 

 
On this regional both the front and back covers used less color.  The same type of 
coloring may have occurred on previous years of this series for other regional maps. 
 
 



1951-1956, cont. 
 

 
1956 Eastern US    1956 Ohio 

 
For the last year of this series Gulf added to their coding system the year and the 
printing of that year.  Both the AD and SP codes evidenced these additions.  This 
method continued in the next three series with 1971 the start of a simpler system. 

 
 



1957-1963 
 

 
1957-1963 Front Covers   1957-1963 Back Covers 

 
This series used, primarily, the front cover shown above for 1957-1963 maps.  The 
back cover shown above was the main one used for 1957-1960 and occasionally for 
the rest of the series (up through 1963).  At least one state map issued—the 1957 
Michigan—used front and back cover formats from the prior series. 



1957-1963, cont. 
 

 
     New Series Florida 1959    Old Series Florida 1957 
 
Gulf printed the previous issue's Florida cover for 1957.  In either 1958 or 1959 a new 
Florida cover appeared which was then used throughout the rest of the series.  Also, 
major cities received individual treatment (special fronts and sometimes special backs) 
as they had in prior issues. 
 
 



1957-1963, cont. 
 

 
  1961 Back Covers      1962-1963 Back Covers 
 
The left-hand back was introduced in 1961 and may have been exclusive to that year.  
The right back was printed in both 1962 and 1963. 
 



1957-1963, cont. 
 

 
   Florida 1963A    Florida 1963B 

 
The special maps for Florida in the new series used the example on the left as the 
back cover until the second issue of 1963, an example of which is above right.  The 
same back as the Florida 63B also appeared occasionally in the next series for other 
states. 
 
 
 
 



1957-1963, cont. 
 

 
  1958B Ohio/Michigan 
 
As mentioned previously, beginning in1956 Gulf started printing an A.D. or S.P. code 
at the lower left corner of the back which also gave the year and issue.  This coding 
method continued until the 1971 series began. 

 

The letter that 
followed the AD code 
number referred to the 
states covered in the 
map.  In this case it 
was G, which was 
always the code for 
Ohio and Michigan. 
 

The single digit referred to 
the last digit of the issue 
year, in this case 1958.  
The B means it was the 
second issue of the year.  
Note that the 1958A issue 
had an earlier Rand map 
covering Ohio and 
Michigan.  This occurred 
often in many regions as 
freeways were 
constructed during the 
50s, 60s, and 70s. 



1957-1963, cont. 
 

 
1963C Georgia/NC/SC 

 
This map presaged the next series which began in 1964.  It is the only one discovered 
so far that used the 1964 format with a 1963 Rand code and 1963 copyright.  There 
may have been others. 
 
 
 
 

The C code means there were 
likely two earlier printings that year.  
Each successive printing probably 
included Rand updates that 
showed more freeways built. 

 



1964-1966 
 

 
1964-1966 Front Covers 

 
The majority of 1964 through 1966 maps used the same cover art except for Florida 
and some cities which evidenced special front and back covers.  Note that beginning 
with this issue some of the maps were printed in a smaller size like the Illinois/Indiana 
shown above.  Most were full-sized, however, as was the New York/New Jersey. 

1964 Illinois/Indiana 
1965 New York/New Jersey 
 



1964-1966, cont. 
 

 
      1964A Back Covers        1964B and C Back Covers 
 
Most of the 1964A issues used the back in the left-hand picture.  Many of the B and C 
issues used the above right pattern but it was also used for other printings, even 
occasionally the A.  The 65A Michigan/Ohio also evidenced the same back.  

 

 

Just as with the A.D. codes, the last 
number and letter of the S.P. code 
stood for the last digit of the year 
published and which issue it was, in 
this case the 1964 first issue. 

At least one issue, the 
64C Illinois/Indiana, 
had the yellowed 
states uncolored. 



1964-1966, cont. 
 

 
1964-65 Back Covers 

 
These two back covers also were printed in the years indicated above but most 
commonly for 1965 maps.  
 

Note the language 
used in their slogan. 

Note the car 
color. 


